
INSTRUCTORS

Craig Douglas (a/k/a
"SouthNarc" is the founder of 
ShivWorks. Craig Retired from Law 
Enforcement after 21 years of 
service, with most of his career 
spent in narcotics and SWAT. Craig 
provides instruction on entangled 
shooting skills in nearly 49 states, 
9 foreign countries, Special 
operation units, all branches of the 
military, federal, state, and local 
law  

Brian Frias 
A Marine with six years on active 
duty and another 8 in the reserves. 
He spent 8 years as an Officer for 
the city of San Diego. Most of his 
time was spent on patrol, SWAT 
officer, and spent time on 
specialized proactive units. Brain 
trained for 11 years at ATOS HQ 
and received his black belt in 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu from Andre 
Galvao. Brian owns Concept Jiu-
Jitsu in Clearwater, Florida.

Extreme Close Quarter Concepts (ECQC) course is the flagship Shivworks 
Course and takes place over 2.5 days with a total of 24 training hours.  
Instruction is given on functional handgun skills from zero to five feet, a unique 
problem requiring an interdisciplinary approach. Provided is a template for 
what we feel are the best practices between verbal and physical skills to avoid, 
stabilize, and resolve a life-threatening situation within the context of the 
criminal assault paradigm while armed.  Evolutions are competitive, non-
consensual force-on-force experiences using marking cartridges and 
protective equipment.

When
July 16-18, 2024
8am - 7pm

Where
APD Jewel Lake
Training Center 3760 W. 
Dimond Blvd, Anchorge, AK 
99502

Limited 26 Seats 

FREE!!!!!!
Register online today   

*CLICK HERE TO REGISTER*

Alaska HIDTA
          TRAINING ALERT

Extreme Topics

Criminal Assault Paradigm: the reality of violent 
crimes against people and the trends commonly 
observed

Managing Field Contacts: a template to improving 
social literacy and navigate citizen contact

Adapted presentation: functionalizing the pistol 
draw stroke for real-world space

Thumb Pectoral Index: Proper pistol retention 
shooting and diminishment

Appropriate Extension: Avoiding an unnecessary 
weapon retention problem

Grounded Weapon Fights: An efficient template to 
get to your feet, a weapon, or something between 
the two

Weapon Retention, Recovery, Disarm: Splitting 
attention and the impact of conversation on motor-
skill, in-holster/out holster gun problems

Edged Weapon Overview: Functional understanding 
for defense against a bladed assault.

https://www.nhac.org/registration/Register/Index?eventId=71375



